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Abstract. Given a real number p > I, it is easy to expand x E [O, I] in a “canonical” way into a 
series of negative powers of p with integer coefficients less than or equal to [p]. The form of the 
set of such “P-expansions”-which is a matter of symbolic dynamics or language theory-varies 
according to arithmetical properties of p, but there are many common features. Known facts 
(which are few) and open questions (much more numerous) are reviewed in this paper. 
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Introduction 
The most interesting feature of the theory of P-expansions is that it creates (or 
rather should eventually create) a link between symbolic dynamics and a part of 
number theory: e.g., for what class of numbers has the P-shift such and such 
properties (or the reverse)? The idea of systematically exploring that field is due to 
Anne Bertrand-Mathis, to whom I am indebted for most that I know about it. The 
Appendix contains matters which were found out at a meeting in Marseilles, at the 
end of my talk, by J.-P. Allouche, A. Bertrand-Mathis and C. Mauduit. It was mostly 
written down by J.-P. Allouche. 
This paper is a strongly modified version of a previous one (in French) which is 
to appear in the Proceedings of the 1st France-Chilean Meeting on Applied Mathe- 
matics. 
0304.3975/89/$3.50 0 1989, Elsevier Science Publishers R.V. (North-Holland) 
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1. Definitions 
1.1. Languages 
Let the alphabet A be a finite set. 
Definition. A language on A is a set of wovds on, or finite sequences of elements 
of, A. 
Definition. A code on A is a language X such that, for any equality 
x,x2 . . XI, = )‘I?‘?. . . y,,, 
with x,, _r’, E X, one has n = k, x, = ?;. 
A particular class is that of prefix codes: a prefix code is a language such that no 
word in it can be the beginning of another. It is easily checked that it is a code. 
1.2. Svmholic dwamical systems 
A” is endowed with the usual topology, and u is the shifi on A”; (T is a continuous, 
1-l mapping. 
Definition. A symbolic dvnamicul system (in short subsh#) is a closed (T-invariant 
subset of A”. 
1.1. Proposition. A subshift S is completely defined h~j the set L(S) qf’allowed words: 
all those that appear in the sequence oj coordinates of its elements. 
An important property of certain subshifts is the following. 
Definition. A subshift S is transitiue if 
Vu, v t L(S), 3w E L(S) such that uwv E L(S). 
Definition. A sub.shift of’.finite !,‘pe S is a subshift defined by forbidding a finite set 
of words. 
It is always possible to suppose that only words of length 2 are forbidden, by 
changing the alphabet. Such a subshift is defined by a graph with vertices in A, and 
with edges corresponding to allowable 2-letter words. 
1.2. Example. Forbidding the word bb defines a subshift of finite type on alphabet 
{a, b}, with graph 
0 
u-h 
Definition. A sqfic system is a subshift S such that the language L(S) is regular, 
that is, recognizable by a finite automaton: let G be a finite graph with an arbitrary 
set of vertices and with edges labelled by letters of A, with at most one edge with 
given label from one vertex to another. Accepted words are those that can be spelled 
by paths in the graph. 
An equivalent property is that L(S) is rational (definition in [12]). 
1.3. Example. Sequences of {a, h}” containing only strings of b’s with even length 
form a sofic system which is not of finite type: 
acJ h 
1-2 
h 
is a finite automaton recognizing the subshift that cannot be defined by forbidding 
any finite set of words. 
All subshifts of finite type are sofic: their graph is a particular automaton which 
recognizes them. For any set of words Y, define Y”’ as the subset of AH of all 
sequences which can be broken in at least one way into words belonging to Y. 
Definition. A coded system is a subshift S for which there exists a (non-unique) 
language Y such that S is the closure of Y”‘. 
For S coded, there always exists a code X such that X” = S [S]. All coded systems 
are transitive. All transitive sofic systems are coded, but the converse is false, as 
shown in the following example. 
1.4. Example. Here is a nonsofic coded system: for 
Y = {a”b” ( n E N}, 
the closure of Y’“, Sy, is the subset of A” in which any finite string of u’s with 
length n is followed by a string of b’s with length exactly n. By definition it is a 
coded system. Any automaton recognizing Sy has infinitely many vertices. 
Two families of coded systems may play a role in the field of P-shifts: 
Definition (cf. [4]). A subshift S has the speci$cution property (shorter is specijed) 
if 
3k: VU,UEL(S), ~wEL(S), w=]kl suchthat uwv~L(S). 
Definition (cf. [S]). A subshift S is synchronizing if there exists a word u in L(S) 
such that if vu E L(S), then z)uw E L(S) iff uw E L(S). 
1.3. Classes of numbers 
The characteristic polynomial of an algebraic number is the polynomial on Z with 
least degree of which that number is a root. Its conjugates are the other roots of its 
characteristic polynomial. 
Definition. An algebraic integer is an algebraic number the characteristic polynomial 
of which has a term of highest degree with coefficient 1. 
1.5. Examples. A noninteger rational number p/q cannot be an algebraic integer 
(characteristic polynomial qX - p); ~‘2 is an algebraic integer (characteristic poly- 
nomial X’- 2). 
Definition. A Perron number is an algebraic integer greater than I all conjugates of 
which have absolute value less than that number. 
1.6. Examples. v’?! is not a Perron number, because its conjugate has the same 
absolute value. But 4(5+8) is a Perron number (characteristic polynomial X”- 
5x+5). 
Definition. A Pisot (respectively Salem) number is a Perron number all conjugates 
of which have absolute value strictly less than 1 (respectively less than or equal to 
1, with at least one conjugate with absolute value 1). 
1.7. Examples. i(S+&) . IS neither Pisot nor Salem (its conjugate is greater than 1). 
All integers are Pisot, as well as i( I +&) (characteristic polynomial X’- X - 1). 
2. &Expansions and P-shifts 
For ttlR+, let [t] be the integer part of t. 
Suppose we wish to expand a real number s < 1 into a series of negative powers 
of a real number /3 > 1, that is, to write it down as a sum 
x = 1 u,,(x, p) . pr. 
,I ,,I 
Of course there exist infinitely many ways of choosing a sequence (u,,(x, p), n EN) 
such that the formula holds, even if u,, must be an integer belonging to A = {0, [PI}. 
We shall do it exactly the same way as in the case where /? is an integer. 
Let .fO : [0, l] --z [0, l] be the mapping 
,& (x) = /3x - [px] = px mod 1. 
Definition. The expansion qf x E [0, l] in basis p or, more briefly, the P-expunsion 
of x is a sequence of integers of {0, 1, . . , [PI}: 
(1(X,P)=(d,,(.~,P),fl>o) 
with 
4,(x, P) = [Pf;;m’(.x)l, n >O. 
(d,,(x, 5) will be denoted rl,, whenever there is no risk of mixup.) 
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Remark. As an integer, 1 cannot be the image of a real number by the mapping .fP. 
Is there a way to tell whether any given infinite sequence on A is a P-expansion? 
Whenever p is an integer, they all are, except those that terminate with an infinite 
sequence of p-l’s Without this hypothesis, things are more complicated. 
Let us call DP the set of P-expansions of real numbers in [0, l[ (hence, leaving 
out d(1, p)). It is a part of the set {0, 1,. . . , [p]}N, which may be endowed with the 
lexicographical order, the product topology and the (one-sided) shift. 
2.1. Proposition. (1) d( ., p) is a strict/y increasing mapping ,from [0, l] to 
{O,l,..., [PI}“; hence it is l-l between [0, l] and OP. 
(2) It is right-continuous but not continuous; .for,fixed /3, d-’ is a continuous map 
from Do to [0, l[. 
(3) It takesfi to CT, that is to say, the following diagram is commutative: 
Proof. The same as with an integer /3. q 
Corollary. ForanyxE[O,l[, anynEN, a”(d(x,p))<d(l,P). 
Proof. It suffices to remark that o”(d(x, p)) = d(f”(x, p)) and use the fact that d 
is increasing. 0 
Now we have got a necessary condition for a sequence in X to belong to Do ; it 
is sufficient in most cases. 
2.2. Examples. (1) p = i( 1 + &): d (1, p) = 110000000 . . Whenever the expansion 
of 1 ends with an infinite string of O’s, we shall say it is finite. 
(2) p = 4(3 +A): d( 1, j3) = 21111111111 . . . In equivalent cases, we shall say the 
expansion of 1 is ultimately periodic. 
(3) /3=;: d(l,~)=lOlOOOOOl.... We shall prove that it cannot be ultimately 
periodic for that value of j3. 
The set Dfi is characterized thus. 
2.3. Proposition (Renyi [17], Schmidt [IS]). (1) When the @expansion of 1 is not 
,jinite, the condition 
u-“(s)<d(l,p) VnEN 
is necessary and sufficient for the sequence s E X to belong to D,. 
(2) Ifd( 1, p) = d,d, . . . dkOOOOOOO..  , then s belongs to D, (fund onI?> if Vn EN, 
a”(s) is lexicographically less than the periodic sequence 
d*(P) = d,,d, . . . dk_,(dk-l)d,,d, . ..d._,(d,-l)d,,d, . ..dk_.(d,,-l)... 
Let us point out that d*( 1, /3) is a sort of incorrect P-expansion of 1, just like 
0.9999999999.. . in basis 10. 
Remark. Notice that 
of the equation in p 
1 = c &$I” 
,I =o 
if p # p’ then d (1, p) # d (1, p’): that is, it is a consequence 
’ (,yEXj 
having a unique positive solution. 
Proposition 2.3 tells us that D, is the set of all one-sided sequences that are 
lexicographically strictly less than d(1, /3). Hence it is also the set of all sequences 
that split into words belonging to the prefix code 
Y,={d,,d, . ..d., ,bIb<d,,,n~N} 
DLi is not properly the set Y; , but its one-sided version. It is natural now to introduce 
the subshift S,, which is the closure of the extension of D,, to two-sided sequences. 
Notice that 
S, = {s E Z 1 Vm < n, s,,,.~,,, , , s,, s d ( 1, p )} 
whenever d(l, p) is not finite (similar formula with d”(1, p) when it is). 
Remark. S, is the coded system generated by the set Yc,. Hence a//p-shtfis are coded. 
Most properties interesting from the point of view of number theory concern Do, 
but S, is a subshift and that allows us to use some powerful theorems of symbolic 
dynamics. 
2.4. Proposition. A sequence s E (0, 1, . . , [PI}* is the P-expansion of 1 .for a certuin 
p $f u”s < s, n > 0. Then p is unique. 
Proof (outline). ,5 must be the unique solution of the equation 
1 = 1 s,,p ‘I ; 
II 0 
owing to the hypothesis, it is easy to check that the P-expansion of 1 is equal to s. q 
‘(’ ~00000”P .. ‘P”P = Cd ‘I )P 
saydw! q3'qM)p.z uO~l~SOdoJ~jos~saqlod~qaq~~u~iCJS~les~~~~~~~~~"~ .‘. ‘P”/J Yl!M 
‘L’p+...+,,d()P=,+*,d 
uogtznba [e!ruouL[od E saysges d lvql s! lua[eA!nba sno!Aqo uv 
ar!u.$s! (d‘I)P 11 ssv13 
@UO[aq d q3'qM 01 
sJaq~nujosasst?[~aq~pueJamJojaq~uaaM~aqd~qsuo~~e[aJaq~uJasuo~uado [[!lsa~v 
leql suogsanb OS IIMOU~ IC[ala[dtuoD s! "'s JO sa!iJadoJd ~po8Ja put+--F/SJapun [ 
Jo l!qJo aql j0 asOy lDr?J LI-(d‘[)~ jo sa!]JadoJd [w@o[odol LIaaMlaq yu!I aq~ 
wJoj sl! s! 1! ‘sJalleur lr?yl ['?!mouL[od 
3!ls!JalXJEq3 aq1jo aah3ap aq1 1ou S! $1 'sJa%lu! LuOJj paAoLuaJ JEj a.lF? sJaquJtlu 
[WIO~X Ja8alu!uou ‘%!yr?ads iC[[w!poE?Ja ‘awvlsu! Jod 'auo D!aJqa8le ‘pmsn aql 
LUOJ~ luaJag!p al!nb aq p[noM uo~lr?~y!ssr?[~ B q3ns :aJns iCp~aJ[t? s! S?u!ql auo lnq 
‘Luy lvql moJj Jt?j lai( ale aM 'Slj!qs-d J!aqljo sa!iJadoJd 3!po8Ja aql 01 F~I!~Jox~? 
SJaqwnu [EaJ jo uo!ik3y!sw[3 I? aA!Z 01 a[q!ssod aq [[!M i! aJninj aql u! SdEqJad 
s)j!ysqns JO sassel3 pua smqumu jo sassel~ ‘P 
‘[E] ,idoAlua ~XLI~XVLU Joamsvaur ayr roJparmrrsuoJ aq UVJ slu!od D!Jauaf) (9) 
(3yos lou aJr? slj!qs-d lsolu lnq f3!po8Ja /([[~~!sLI!J~u! aJr: surals/(s 
3yos aA!l!sueJl‘a3u~lsu!~o~)~,l(1!3!po~Ja 3!su!Jiu! %!/C[duI!‘srus!qdJowowoqJapun 
a[qels pur! slj!qs-d[[t? oluou~mo~‘~lJadoJd [w$o[odole is!xa aJaqisaoa -uoysan() 
‘(dJ‘]l ‘01) uralsk [w!wwLp aqi 01 JaAo sao8 l[nsaJ s!ql 
'[9] Uf jooJd JalJoqs ‘[E[] LX! paAOJd ]sJ!~ 'J!pO%a ~C[[E~!W!J~U! JAV S&S-~ (s) 
'[L] LI! g!$ Joj pala[duroD puk? "a Joj [6[] u! auop SEM uo!le[rv[w aqL 
'(,V U “n )PJeDuz z = (“/r ‘Zj.4 
-lVmO8 ayr S! (“‘A ‘z)+J anaya ‘(( “;r ‘z)?J - I)/[ 0) pJnba S! ds,/o uorpunj-2 Jl/L (b) 
‘[L] apo3 aA!lsnr?qxa uv s! ";i jas aye (E) 
‘[LI ‘911 d807 01 /vnba s! @ys-fj v/o /CdoJlua [w@o[odol aye (5) 
.aAOq" aaS ‘pJpO3 J.lV Sj&qS-d [Iv (I) 
'OlpallajaJ SJaded aqlu! punoj aq u1?3 suo!l!uyaa ./C[SnO!AaJd pauyap uaaqlou aAl?q 
iCJoaq$ a%n%v[~o s3+u~ulcp3~[oqu1/csjo swal auJos‘lxau aql pm uog3as s!ql UI 
s)jys-d JO saqradord UOUIUIO~ y 
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4.1. Proposition (Parry [ 161). S, is a .suhshifi qf,finite type iff’d (1, j3) is jinite. 
Some Pisot numbers (e.g., $(l +fi)) belong to that class, others do not (e.g., 
$(3_tJs)). 
Class 2: d( 1, /3) is ultimately periodic but not,finite 
4.2. Proposition (Bertrand-Mathis [5]). S, is sqjic $f d (1, /3) is ultimately periodic. 
It is easy to prove that for p in that class S, is almost never qf.finite type [9] 
4.3. Proposition (Parry [ 161). [f‘/3 ‘. 1~ a Pisot number, then S, is sqjic. 
4.4. Proposition (Lind [ 141, Denker, Grillenberger and Sigmund [ 111). [fS, is sqjic, 
then /3 is a Perron number. 
There exist numbers which are neither Pisot nor Salem such that S, is sofic or 
even finite type: for instance, the positive solutions of equations p”” = p” + 1 (n 
big enough) and p”= 3p3+2p’+3 cannot be Pisot nor Salem (there exists a conju- 
gate with absolute value > l), but the equations yield the expansion of 1, which is 
finite. 
It is easy to prove that if /? is a Perron number with a real conjugate greater than 
1, then d(1, /3) cannot be ultimately periodic. Hence the converse to Proposition 
4.4 is false. 
When /3 is a noninteger rational number, hence not an algebraic integer, S, is 
never sofic. 
Question. Characterize the set of real numbers p for which S, is sofic. Does it 
contain all Salem numbers’! 
Class 3: d (1, p) contains bounded strings of O’s, hut is not ultimately periodic 
4.5. Proposition (Bertrand-Mathis [5]). S, is specjjied if there exists an n EN such 
that all strings qf O’s in d (1, /3) have length less than n. 
Apart from what is stated in the Appendix, only one thing is known: such numbers 
exist. 
4.6. Example. Let s,, = 2 whenever n = 2”, p E N, s,, = 1 for other values of n. The 
sequence s satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4: it is equal to d (1, p) for some 
p, and S, is specified. 
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Class 4: d(1, p) does not contain some word of L(S,), but contains strings of O’s 
with unbounded length 
4.7. Proposition (Bertrand-Mathis [S]). S, is synchronizing ifSd (1, p) does not contain 
some word of L(S,) in the sequence of its coordinates. 
Same remark as for Class 3. 
4.8. Example. It is obtained by replacing 2’s by I’s and l’s by O’s in Example 4.6; 
the sequence has no longer bounded strings of O’s, but strings of exactly 2p + 1 zeros 
between two l’s, which form words belonging to L(S,), are not to be found in it. 
Class 5: d( 1, p) contains all words of L(S,) 
Probably the widest class. It is possible, but tedious, to construct sequences 
satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4 and belonging to it. 
And now, a nonexhaustive list of open questions. 
Question. 
Question. 
Question. 
particular 
Question. 
Question. 
Question. 
Characterize numbers belonging to Class 3, 4, and 5. 
Are there rational numbers in Classes 3,4, and 5, or only in some of them? 
Do Perron numbers not belonging to Classes 1 and 2 belong to some 
class(es) among the others? 
Specifically, to what classes do r, e, $ belong? 
Prove (if true) that Class 5 has full Lebesgue measure. 
Are there transcendental numbers in Classes 3, 4 and 5? (this question 
is partly answered in the Appendix). 
4.2. Periodic points under fp 
The last question is pure number theory, but it might indirectly concern symbolic 
dynamics. Schmidt [ 181 has proved that for all rational numbers to have an ultimately 
periodic P-expansion, ,0 must be either Pisot or Salem. 
Question. (Schmidt [18]). Is the converse true? 
There are also other related questions. 
Appendix 
A transcendent number for which S, has the specification property (J.-P. Allouche) 
Consider the sequence s = (s,+,), n EN, where s, is the sum (mod 2) of digits of 
n in base 2. It has the following properties: 
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(1) tlk > 0, C?(S) < s. Hence it is the expansion of 1 for a unique p (Proposition 
2.4). Proof can be found in [l]. 
(2) The associated p is transcendental (else the value 2 s,$ -” would be, which 
is obviously false: cf. [15, p. 3631). 
(3) There never appear in s more than two consecutive O’s (cf. [20]). 
All q-mirror numbers introduced in [l] have the same properties. They form a 
denumerable set. 
A transcendental number for which S, is not spec$ed(C. Mauduit) 
It is given by Example 4.8. The associated p is transcendental: this results from 
the “almost completely proved” theorem of Loxton and Van der Poorten: any 
number for which the expansion of 1 is generated by an automaton and not ultimately 
periodic is transcendental. 
(A. Bertrand-Mathis). It is easy to construct a sequence s with U’(S) < s containing 
steadily increasing strings of O’s so that the associated /3 must be a Liouville number, 
hence transcendental. Of course, the number of consecutive O’s cannot be bounded. 
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